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ㅡ
Skills

Manage product teams to fulfill the project’s KPIs.
Lead development teams to give the best of us.
Keep a warm communication with project stakeholders.
Develop Android apps focusing on delightful UX.
Test Android apps with both unit and instrumentation tests.
Develop JVM server apps focusing on response time and resource use.
Deploy and maintain server stacks to keep our solutions up and running.
Coordinate the communication with the final users.

ㅡ
Latest projects

Carglass and Belron’s app
Since 2017 to 2019

I’ve designed and developed a solution to manage the Carglass and
Belron’s workforce daily tasks. It started as an experiment in Spain and
now it is deployed in six different countries, being used by more than 900
technicians daily. Read more here.

InfoJobs app and Adevinta dev. team (formerly Schibsted Spain)
Since 2014 to 2017

I’ve leaded the InfoJobs’ Android team to develop their app for two years.
Then, I was requested to focus on aiming the whole Android developers
team to write better code, deliver their projects faster and create a
community of developers in the company. Read more here.

QuitNow! app
Our pet project since 2011

My partner and me launched QuitNow! in 2011 to help people quit
smoking. Today, it has been downloaded by more than 4 million people
and has a 4.6 in both the Google Play and the App Store. Read more here.

Check the full list of projects I worked for.

ㅡ
Community contributions

Author and maintainer of Barista
Since 2016

Barista is a framework based on Espresso to help developers test their
apps with instrumentation tests. It is focused in converting Espresso’s
boilerplate to straightforward code. Check it on GitHub.

Testing, CI and CD in the real world speech
February and July of 2016

I gave a speech to share my experience with testing, TDD, CI and CD in
the projects I worked on. I first gave it in a Betabeers event in Barcelona
and later in the Droidcon Spain in the Google Madrid Campus.
Watch the speech in Barcelona. Watch the speech in Madrid.

ㅡ
Education

Sun Certified Web Component Developer (SCWCD)
2009 at Sun Microsystems

Software Development Upper Grade Educational Cycle (CFGS)
Since 2004 to 2006 at the Centre d’Estudis Politècnics

